
          WEDNESDAY, 15/05/24 

 

R4 VICHY [R-H] 

 

C1 - HARAS DE BEAUMONT - PRIX DES REVES D'OR - JACQUES 

BOUCHARA - 1000m (a5f) - TURF - Listed Race - Flat - EUR € 60,000  

 
1. KUWAITYA - Won at the second time of asking at Lingfield in Great Britain over 1000m on the 
8th of April. Interesting runner that cannot be ignored 

2. THEATRICALLY - Has run some fair races in Great Britain and could improve here. Do not 
ignore, interesting runner 

3. HERRENCHIEMSEE - Finished 2nd on debut then won over 900m at Saint-Cloud on the 12th 
of last month. Expect a huge run 

4. PASTISSE - Seems packed with ability, finished 2nd on debut and then improved to win over 
1100m at Salon Provence. Big runner 

5. DESERT ROSE - She was a winner on debut over 1100m at Le Mans and can go on to bigger 
and better things. Strong win chance 

6. HOT DARLING - Impressive debut winner over 1000m at Chantilly over 1000m on the 26th of 
April and can remain unbeaten after this. Exciting filly 

7. AWJ - Made a winning local debut last time over 900m at Saint-Cloud in a weak claiming race. 
Prefer others 

8. IMPROVE YOUR MOVE - Can progress on debut 3rd place at Chantilly over 1000m last 
month. Quartet chance 

Summary: HOT DARLING (6) made a smart, winning debut at Chantilly and is confidently 
selected to remain unbeaten after this. She could be absolutely anything and must be followed. 
PASTISSE (4) is clearly talented having notched up a second and a win in only two starts. Strong 
each way chance. DESERT ROSE (5) made a pleasing, winning debut at Le Mans and should 
make her presence felt in a big way. Big runner. HERRENCHIEMSSE (3) has caught the 
attention thus far and is a must for all bets. 

SELECTIONS 

HOT DARLING (6) - PASTISSE (4) - DESERT ROSE (5) - HERRENCHIEMSEE (3) 



          WEDNESDAY, 15/05/24 

 

C2 - PRIX CIRRUS DES AIGLES - 2400m (a1m1/2) - TURF - Class 4 

Divided Handicap - Flat - EUR € 17,000  

 
1. QUE VENDRA - In warm order form, finished 4th over 2000m at Lyon Parilly on the 27th of last 
month in a Handicap. Bright win chance 

2. BUSINESS PLAN - Ignore last run, finished 4th at Moulins before that over 2400m. A must for 
the quartet 

3. ASPEN - Was a winner three runs back over 2400m at Toulouse but has been disappointing 
thereafter. Needs to do more 

4. ANNA CARIBEA - Much better run last time when 4th at Nancy over 2500m in a Handicap and 
can be expected to get much closer. Place chance 

5. DAY OFF - Current form has been a tad patchy and therefore it makes him to become difficult 
to predict. Hard to assess 

6. SHOWERSOFBLESSING - Current form has been on the decline over various distances and 
is therefore hard to fancy. Unlikely 

7. SANCHO - Placed 3rd over 2400m at Lyon Parilly late last month and can get much closer 
now. Strong each way claims 

8. TELL ME WHY - Will need serious progression on current form before being selected for any 
bets. Prefer others 

9. PATZESTEVE - Will need to build on latest 9th placing at Toulouse and far prefer others for 
the shortlist. Pass by 

10. MOKO - Finished 16th at Parislongchamp last time and 12th at Fontainebleau before that. 
Would be a shock winner 

11. SUMMIT - Boasts a recent win at Argentan over 2500m and can follow up. A must for all bets 

12. MAVALA - Ignore last run when 12th at Marseille Borely over 2600m in a Handicap earlier 
this month. Big runner 

13. THE ROOM - Running well, placed 3rd over 2500m in a Handicap at Nancy last time. Good 
chance 

14. TUNDRA - Hard to fancy on uninspiring form and would chuck most out of their bets if 
winning. Outsider that is hard to fancy on current form 

Summary: QUE VENDRA (1) has clearly got the idea of what racing is all about and is now in 
good form. She is the firm first choice. SANCHO (7) is taking time to win again but is in good 
place form of late. Each way chance. THE ROOM (13) has been catching the eye recently and 
has a very strong place chance and is a must for all bets. SUMMIT (11) comes into the contest 
fresh off a victory and if she were to follow up, it would be no shock at all. Respect and include in 
all bets. 

SELECTIONS 

QUE VENDRA (1) - SANCHO (7) - THE ROOM (13) - SUMMIT (11) 



          WEDNESDAY, 15/05/24 

 

C3 - PRIX DU GRAND PORT - 1600m (a1m) - TURF - Class 4 Divided 

Handicap - Flat - EUR € 17,000  

 
1. HOOLONG - Won three races back but form thereafter has been a let down. Will need to 
improve to threaten here and can be ignored for now 

2. SAGE DREAM - Finished 14th last time. Ignore that. Attractive 2nd before over 1600m in a 
Handicap at Chantilly in March. Big chance 

3. LOKI - Will need to progress on 5th at Compiegne over 1400m in a Handicap last time, but 
was victorious before that. Outsider with a value chance 

4. O'MONERIE - Was a winner at penultimate over 1500m in Handicap class at Cagnes-Sur-Mer 
in February. Should run well. Massive claims 

5. SLEEPY SUZY - Holding form, placed 4th over 1700m last time out and can be expected to 
get much closer. Good chance 

6. LAKE NAIVASHA - Brings solid form into the race, finished 2nd over 1700m at Marseille 
Borely earlier this month and has a bright win chance 

7. HEART SHINING - Could get in to the back end of the quartet but will need to improve on 
current form to do that. Prefer others 

8. IDAHO JAMES - Finished 7th last time and was a winner at penultimate at Tarbes over 1400m 
but in a weak race. Prefer others 

9. DE QUEVEDO - Would be a shock winner based on latest form. Hard to fancy and can be 
ignored from all bets 

10. CLEMENZA - Races fresh off a victory at Chatillon over 1600m last month and is worth 
considering. Should run well 

11. MARIA THE GREAT - Lightly raced, still a maiden, placed 4th over 1600m at Cavaillon in a 
weak race last time. Small place chance at best 

12. HURRICANE LIGHT - Knocking loudly at the door, excellent 2nd over 1400m at Saint-Cloud 
in a Handicap on the 19th of April. Strong each way claims 

13. MAPLE GIRL - Will need to build on latest 9th place at Lyon Parilly over 1600m to threaten 
here. Pass by 

Summary: SAGE DREAM (2) can be forgiven for the last race and judged on the penultimate run 
when 2nd at Chantilly. The one to be with for the win position. O'MONERIE (4) is never far off the 
action, was victorious at the penultimate engagement at Cagnes-Sur-Mer and should be 
extremely competitive. LAKE NAIVASHA (6) is in mustard hot form currently and could well be 
the one they all have to fear the most. Big chance and a must for all bets. SLEEPY SUZY (5) is a 
natural for the quartet. 

SELECTIONS 

SAGE DREAM (2) - O'MONERIE (4) - LAKE NAIVASHA (6) - SLEEPY SUZY (5) 



          WEDNESDAY, 15/05/24 

 

C4 - PRIX NO RISK AT ALL - 1600m (a1m) - TURF - Class 4 Divided 

Handicap - Flat - EUR € 15,000  

 
1. HYGROVE BEC - Unreliable again this year and was 11th last time out in a handicap at 
ParisLongchamp over 1400m on 25 April. Capable of earning some money when in the moodd 

2. GOLDEN BEACH - In very good form and was runner-up last time out in a handicap at Lyon-
Parilly over this distance on 27 April. Be right there at the finish once again 

3. MIAMI BEET - Loves this track and was not disgraced when fourth last time out in a handicap 
at Fontainebleau over 1800m on 3 May. Can bounce back to score 

4. STRANGER - Did not show his best when 9th last time out in a handicap at ParisLongchamp 
over 1400m on 25 April. In good form before that and could surprise 

5. CHONATA - Heavily raced this year and was 6th last time out in a handicap at Fontainebleau 
over 1800m on 3 May. More is needed to win 

6. JOYEUSE DE ROMAY - On a very long losing run but was not disgraced when third last time 
out in a handicap at Lyon-Parilly over 1600m on 27 April. Not out of it 

7. PRINCE LOS - Broke a long losing run when picking up a win in a Conditions race at Cavaillon 
over its distance on 4 May. Place chance 

8. AMARHALEN - Disappointing form this year and was tenth last time out in a handicap at Lyon-
Parilly over 2000m on 27 April. Needs major improvement to win 

9. MAKHZEN - Has not won for some time but was not disgraced when runner-up last time out in 
a Conditions race at Cavaillon over 1600m on 4 May. Might play a minor role 

10. BLACK PANTHER - Very unreliable but did run well last time out when runner-up in a 
handicap at Evreux over 1800m on 24 April. Can contest the finish again 

11. CHARM WRENS - On a very long losing run but was not disgraced when fourth last time out 
in a Conditions race at Cavaillon over this distance on 4 May. Might play a minor role 

12. MEARAS STYLE - Returned from a break in fine form and was third last time out in a 
handicap at Evreux over 1800m on 24 April. Place chance 

13. REDRUNNER - Yet to win a race and was 6th last time out in a handicap at Evreux over 
1800m on 24 April. Others are much preferred 

Summary: MIAMI BEET (3) is in good form and won twice at this course so could bounce back 
with a victory. GOLDEN BEACH (2) is in fine form and only found one better last time out and can 
fight out the finish. JOYEUSE DE ROMAY (6) was not far behind GOLDEN BEACH (2) last time 
so deserves respect in this line-up. BLACK PANTHER (10) is very unreliable but reminded us last 
time out that he is capable of another win 

SELECTIONS 

MIAMI BEET (3) - GOLDEN BEACH (2) - JOYEUSE DE ROMAY (6) - BLACK PANTHER 

(10) 



          WEDNESDAY, 15/05/24 

 

C5 - PRIX MARILDO - 2400m (a1m1/2) - TURF - Class 4 Divided Handicap - 

Flat - EUR € 15,000  

 
1. LE BOLERO - Held in 7th spot behind a few reopposing types over 2600m at Marseille Borely 
in a Class 4 divided limited handicap on the 3rd of May 2024. Others preferred 

2. SUCCUBA - Finished 6th over 2600m at Marseille Borely in a Class 4 divided limited handicap 
on the 3rd of May 2024. Place chance 

3. BRAZING - Well beaten in 15th over 2400m at Saint-Cloud in a Class 3 divided limited 
handicap on the 5th of April 2024. Can surprise in this grade 

4. KISS QUEEN - Moderate performance in 8th spot over 2000m at Lyon Parilly in a Class 44 
divided limited handicap on the 27th of April 2024. Makes very little appeal 

5. LILOU CHOPE - Finished 5th over 2000m at Marseille Borely in a Class 4 divided limited 
handicap on the 10th of May 2024. Hard to assess 

6. AMIATA - Finished 5th over 2600m at Marseille Borely in a Class 4 divided limited handicap 
on the 3rd of May 2024. Include in the play 

7. DARLING CHALLENGE - Finished 3rd over 2400m at Moulins in a Class 4 divided limited 
handicap on the 14th of April 2024. Should run well 

8. LAGOONE CHOPE - Produced a fair effort in 4th over 2600m at Marseille Borely in a Class 4 
divided limited handicap on the 3rd of May 2024. Place chance 

9. LADIE SALSA - Weak effort in 6th spot over 2300m at Montlucon in a Class 4 course qualifier 
on the 28th of April 2024. Others inspire more confidence 

10. JONH FOR ALWAYS - Winner over 2900m at Cavaillon in a Class 4 course qualifier on the 
4th of May 2024. Outside place chance 

11. TENDER WINNER - Ran a cracker in 3rd spot over 2100m at Parislongchamp in a Class 3 
divided limited handicap on the 9th of May 2024. Strong winning chance 

12. ROSE DIAMANT - Finished 2nd over 2300m at Montlucon in a Class 4 event on the 28th of 
April 2024. Upset potential 

13. DARENIX - No show in 9th position over 2600m at Marseille Borely in a Class 4 divided 
limited handicap on the 3rd of May 2024. One to pass by 

14. RED SUGAR - Lacklustre performance in 9th spot over 2500m at Nancy in a Class 4 divided 
limited handicap on the 5th of May 2024. Easy to pass by 

Summary: TENDER WINNER (11) has reacted positively with this apprentice and he looks set to 
go very close to notching up another victory. DARLING CHALLENGE (7) is running well and 
comes into this nicely weight so will challenge strongly. AMIATA (6) is seldom far off the action 
and should be there or thereabouts once again. LAGOONE CHOPE (8) is consistent and looks to 
be a place hope. 

SELECTIONS 

TENDER WINNER (11) - DARLING CHALLENGE (7) - AMIATA (6) - LAGOONE CHOPE (8) 



          WEDNESDAY, 15/05/24 

 

C6 - PRIX NORTH COL - 1600m (a1m) - TURF - Maiden Race - Flat - EUR € 

21,000  

 
1. SWEET DREAMS - Finished 7th over 1400m at in a maiden at Compiegne on the 16th of April 
2024. Easy to look elsewhere 

2. MAITRE DU JEU - Runner up over 1500m at Tarbes in a maiden race on the 20th of April 
2024. Place chance 

3. NOBLE COTAI - Finished 7th over 1500m at Marseille Pont De Vivaux in a handicap on the 
12th of April 2024. Others preferred 

4. BLUE BROTHER - Showed up well in 2nd over 1950m at Chateaubriant in a maiden on the 
27th of April 2024. Place contender 

5. FOR WIN - Moderate effort in 7th over 1400m at Pau in a maiden on the 25th of October 2023. 
One to pass by 

6. VCTE DE JODELET - Pleasing performance on debut over 1600m at Saint-Cloud in a maiden 
contest on the 19th of April 2024. Go very close 

7. GAVR - Not seen to best effect on debut in 11th spot over 1800m at Fontainebleau on the 25th 
of November 2023. Can show vast improvement 

8. O DIRLADA - Failed to feature on debut over 1600m at Cavaillon in a maiden on the 4th of 
May 2024. Hard to fancy 

9. LOVE AFFAIR - Comfortably beaten into 9th spot over 2000m at Parislongchamp on the 18th 
of April 2024. One to pass by 

10. DIVIDE AND RULE - Finished close up in 3rd spot over 1600m at Lyon Parilly in a maiden on 
the 20th of April 2024. Should challenge strongly 

Summary: VCTE DE JODELET (6) bumped into a useful sort on debut and should take a 
significant step forward from this run. He will be ready to strike at the second attempt.  DIVIDE 
AND RULE (10) is in receipt of weight from the entire field and has the right type of form to go 
close. MAITRE DU JEU (2) found one too good last time out and should be on the premises once 
again. BLUE BROTHER (4) drops in trip but can earn for connections. 

SELECTIONS 

VCTE DE JODELET (6) - DIVIDE AND RULE (10) - MAITRE DU JEU (2) - BLUE BROTHER 

(4) 



          WEDNESDAY, 15/05/24 

 

C7 - PRIX DE LA GRANDE CHARTREUSE - 1600m (a1m) - TURF - Maiden 

Race - Flat - EUR € 13,000  

 
1. LITTLE BELL ZANZI - Finished 2nd over 1600m at Lignieres in a maiden event on the 2nd of 
March 2024. Can run a cheeky race 

2. ARFAN - Failed to feature over 1400m at Saint-Cloud when finishing 10th on the 5th of April 
2024. Can bounce back to form 

3. DRUIDE - Well held in 5th spot over 1400m at Saint-Cloud in a maiden on the 5th of April 
2024. Place claims 

4. SPARKEL FOR US - Beaten out of sight in 5th spot over 2600m at Nimes in a Class 3 event 
on the 28th of April 2024. One to pass by 

5. ORKAN - Poor performance in 16th position over 2000m at Lyon Parilly in a Class 4 divided 
limited handicap on the 27th of April 2024. Would be a shock winner 

6. GIMANZOR - Far from disgraced in 6th over 2000m in a Class 2 divided handicap at Cagnes-
Sur-Mer on the 17th of February 2024. One to beat 

7. SCHWENDI - Finished 4th over 1600m at Saint-Cloud in a Class 4 course qualifier on the 12th 
of April 2024. Place chance 

8. KAMETA - No show in 14th position over 1300m at Cagnes-Sur-Mer in a Class 3 divided 
handicap on the 25th of February 2024. Easy to look elsewhere 

9. COME TI AMO - Dam won seven times in France from 2400m - 3100m and this filly could 
need a few outings before finding her feet. Others preferred 

Summary: GIMANZOR (6) met winners and a lot stronger last time out so the drop back into 
maiden company will suit and he is weighted to win this. SCHWENDI (7) has had his fair share of 
chances and looks set to run another honest race. DRUIDE (3) is back up in trip which should 
see him earning. ARFAN (2) showed promise at his second start but failed to confirm it last time 
out but seems capable of earning a minor spot here. 

SELECTIONS 

GIMANZOR (6) - SCHWENDI (7) - DRUIDE (3) - ARFAN (2) 



          WEDNESDAY, 15/05/24 

 

C8 - PRIX D'ABREST - 1850m (a1m1/8) - TURF - Class 3 Race - Flat - EUR 

€ 15,000  

 
1. CRICRI D'AMOUR - Winner over 1850m at Hyeres in a Class 3 contest on the 13th of April 
2024. Could outrun his odds 

2. DALKAVA - Finished 5th over 2000m at Marseille Borely in a handicap on the 24th of April 
2024. Big player in this division 

3. JOBOAH - Finished 8th over 2000m at Lyon Parilly in a limited handicap on the 17th of April 
2024. Hard to fancy 

4. AFRIQUE ADIEU - Runner up over 2000m at Durtal in a Class 3 course qualifier on the 21st of 
April 2024. Each way chance 

5. MEASTER OWEN - Finished 3rd over 1800m at Lyon La Soie in a Class course qualifier on 
the 6th of April 2024. Can go close 

6. ELEGANT FRIEND - Comfortable winner over 1700m at Montlucon in a Class 3 on the 28th of 
April 2024. Should have more to offer 

7. LA CARRA - Close up in 4th spot over 1600m at Cavaillon in a Claimer on the 6th of April 
2024. Others make more appeal 

8. DAROMY - Finished 3rd over 1600m at Fontainebleau in a Claimer on the 30th of April 2024. 
Place chance 

Summary: DALKAVA (2) arrives in solid form and enjoys it in this division so she looks set to 
play a leading role. ELEGANT FRIEND (6) has improved with each run since coming to France 
and will continue improving so needs to be given healthy respect.  MEASTER OWEN (5) finished 
behind Dalkava last time out but meets that rival on 3kg better terms which could see him reverse 
the form. DAROMY (8) can get involved for the minor positions. 

SELECTIONS 

DALKAVA (2) - ELEGANT FRIEND (6) - MEASTER OWEN (5) - DAROMY (8) 

 


